PRODUCT BENEFITS

ALL-IN-ONE INSTALLATION
1

No Plywood, No Nails, No Glue

1/8"
(3mm)

AIR SPACE
Unroll All-In-One and cut to fit. Leave a
¼" gap around walls stairs and supports

CARPET, LAMINATE &
ENGINEERED WOOD
DIMPLED SUBFLOOR

DIMPLES
DIMPLES

All-In-One Subfloor is a moisture barrier and
thermal break membrane that can be used
under carpet, laminate and engineered wood
floors without the need for a plywood subfloor
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Controls moisture & mildew
Floors are warmer and more
comfortable to walk on
No need for plywood, nails or glue
Butt edges together and tape seams
with vapor barrier tape

Easy to transport and install
Compatible with in floor heating
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Part
Part ##

Roll
Roll sizes
sizes

SA84166

3'3" x 50' 10" (166 ft²)- 1m x 15.5m

SA84332

6'7" x 50' 10" (332 ft²)- 2m x 15.5m

Height 3 mm (1/8") Strength 350 kN/m2 (7200psf )

Proudly Offered By
Install flooring to manufacturers specifications
This brochure is only a guide and is not intended to be an installation instruction.
For detailed instructions refer to roll label or go to www.superseal.ca

SUPERSEAL Construction Products Ltd.

Brochure Part # BR99166

www.superseal.ca
1-800-571-1877

TM
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27956 99166
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All-In-One Subfloor

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Thermal Break = Warmer Floors

LAMINATE OR ENGINEERED
WOOD FLOORING

The dimples in the membrane lift
the floor off the cold concrete
creating a dry, warm and
comfortable floor

FOAM

CARPET

CARPET PAD

Easy Installation
All-In-One is 10x faster and 90%
lighter than plywood covered
subfloors. It's quick and easy to
install requiring no fasteners

Super Thin Profile - 1/8" (3mm)
Designed to fit under most existing
baseboards and door casings
making it a favorite of renovators
and contractors

Economically Priced
A high performance, low cost
subfloor membrane that saves you
money by eliminating the need of
additional expenses from plywood
systems

Permanent Moisture Barrier
Made from tough long lasting plastic,
All-In-One stops substrate moisture
from absorbing into underlay, carpet
and wood

ALL-IN-ONE SUBFLOOR
Moisture will always find a way through cracks or voids and into
your home. The moisture can damage your flooring, attract mold
and mildew and decrease the indoor air quality. SUPERSEAL
All-In-One Subfloor blocks moisture, is resistant to alkalines and
will not rot or degrade. All-In-One protects your homes value while
providing you with a dry and comfortable home.

Laminate Installation

Carpet Installation

Laminate or
Engineered wood
flooring
Under pad

Carpet Pad

All-In-One

All-In-One

Substrate

Substrate

No Mold & Mildew = Healthier Homes
All-In-One provides under floor
ventilation allowing moisture to dry
and helping to prevent mold and
mildew growth

Carpet

Not intended for load bearing walls.

